WOODWIND NO CHANGE TO THE FOLLOWING EVENTS

234  Flute Trio
242  Flute Quartet
235  Bb Clarinet Trio
   May also be performed by 3 alto clarinets or 3 bass clarinets.
243  Bb Clarinet Quartet
   May also be performed by 4 alto clarinets or 4 bass clarinets.
244  Mixed Clarinet Quartet
   Bb Clarinet may be substituted for Alto Clarinet. Any published instrumentation may be performed.
246  Saxophone Quartet
   Two altos, tenor, baritone; or soprano, alto, tenor, baritone.
273  Flute Choir
   No substitution for specified instrumentation allowed.
275  Clarinet Choir
   No substitution for specified instrumentation allowed.

THE FOLLOWING EVENTS HAVE BEEN CONSOLIDATED UNDER WOODWIND TRIO (230)

230  Flute, Clarinet, Bassoon
231  Flute, Oboe, Clarinet
232  Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon

NO CHANGE TO THE FOLLOWING EVENTS BUT NEW STATEMENT IS ATTACHED

241  Woodwind Quartet
   Any published instrumentation may be performed.
251  Woodwind Quintet
   Any published instrumentation may be performed.

SEVERAL TITLES IN MISC WW ENS ARE NOW UNDER (277) & (230)

270  Miscellaneous Woodwind Ensemble
   Any instrumentation noted in the score may be performed.

NEW EVENT

277  Miscellaneous Saxophone Ensemble

BRASS NO CHANGE TO THE FOLLOWING EVENTS

331  Trumpet Trio
340  Trumpet Quartet
341  Horn Quartet
332  Trombone Trio
   No substitution for specified instrumentation allowed.
333  Euphonium/Baritone Horn Trio
   Any suitable selection from the Trombone Trio List (332).
345  Trombone Quartet
   No substitution for specified instrumentation allowed.
343  Euphonium/Baritone Horn Quartet
   Any suitable selection from the Trombone Quartets List (345).
347  Tuba/Euphonium Quartet
360  Brass Sextet
   Any instrumentation noted in the score may be performed.
371  Six or More Brass
   Any instrumentation noted in the score may be performed.

THE FOLLOWING EVENTS HAVE NOT CHANGED BUT HAVE NEW TITLES

334  Brass Trio
   Any instrumentation noted in the score may be performed.
351  Brass Quintet
   Any instrumentation noted in the score may be performed.

THE FOLLOWING EVENTS HAVE BEEN CONSOLIDATED UNDER BRASS QUARTET (344)

344  Brass Quartet
346  Four Brass
   Any published instrumentation may be performed.

NEW EVENTS

373  Miscellaneous Horn Ensemble
375  Trombone Choir